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APPEAL TO POLISH AMERICANS
On May 13, former US President Bill Clinton, in support of the election campaign for his wife, Hillary, he
attacked the democratically elected authorities in Poland and Hungary in a crude way. In his speech he
falsely linked and compared the current situation in Poland and Hungary to the authoritarian Putin's
dictatorship.
It would be appropriate to remind the Clintons that it was the Democratic Party of the US President Franklin
Delano Roosevelt that put Poland into the possession of "Uncle Joe" Joseph Stalin, condemning Poland the
misery of communism, whose repercussions are still visible today. For more than 40 years there were many
thousands of victims of terror that were killed and repressed.
Selected in the democratic elections in October, 2015, the Polish authorities were given the mandate of the
People of Poland to exercise power, and any attempt to deny the will of the Polish people are not only
undemocratic but also undermine the ideas of freedom, for which Poles fought for many years.
Bill Clinton's lies during the pre-election campaign meeting in New Jersey, are a preview of the future foreign
policies of Hillary Clinton in relation to an independent Poland and does not indicate good Polish-American
relations in the event of a Hillary Clinton victory in the coming presidential election in November 2016.
The Council of Coordinators of the Polonia Semper Fidelis on May 15 unanimously condemns the
unprecedented attack from the Hillary Clinton election campaign in the person of Bill Clinton against Poland
and Poles. The Council of Coordinators of PSF appeals to Polish Americans to refrain from voting for Hillary
Clinton in the upcoming presidential elections in the United States. Deceitful vilification of the good name of
Poland and the Polish People should be met with our proper response on the day of the vote.
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